
    Chapter 64 – The '1-12 INFRAEGO' e.g.   ♂   in     

'1-12' ENCORE: ARIES on the 12TH  HOUSE CUSP
By now, dear (longstanding) reader, we expect that you are familiar with our 

generally 'negative' attitude toward the signs, houses and ruling planets of the 'left 
hemisphere'. When it comes to the 12th house, however, there is a sense in which we 
are 'positive'... well, at least 'more positive' than many 'traditional' astrologers who 
look first for “prisons, hospitals, secret enemies and self-undoing” i.e. we see '12' as 
the archetype that has the capacity to 'dissolve' '9-(10)-11 shenanigans'... to, in turn, 
give any subsequent '1 (re)-birth' a 'cleaner slate'. As noted in Chs.61/62/63 (i.e. the 
Ram straddling the cusp of the 9th, 10th, 11th house(s)), the individual might struggle 
with the additional 'beginning (before the beginning)'... when the Ram straddles the 
12th house's cusp, however, the individual 'suffers' because his/her ancestry has been 
stumbling over the whole issue of 'beginnings'. Of course, if the horoscopist tells 
his/her client that his/her suffering isn't really his/hers (i.e. it is impersonal karma), 
s/he risks paving the way to a variant of 'parent bashing'... 'ancestor-tribal bashing'.

In the same way that most Freudian psychoanalyses must go through a phase 
of 'parent bashing' (usually linkable to the archetypal expressions that feature in the 
vertical axis), so must many Jungian psychotherapeutic 'individuations' go through 
a phase of 'ancestor bashing'. The 'good' thing about this phase is that it tends to be 
short... the very immateriality of one's ancestors doesn't give the individual much to 
flail at and, if s/he has any psychological insight, s/he begins to see the need to 'keep 
falling' all the way down to (?Leo on) the 4th house cusp and start bitching about the 
nuclear family romance... the horoscopic locus where '10''s “negative transference” 
and '12''s “fake positive transference” (i.e. hypnotism) can be left behind for a “real 
positive transference”. As we have discussed in the case of George Lucas, it is better 
to move quickly along to narrative middles and, for the time being, forget about the 
complexes that 'confuse' narrative beginnings.

Having established the “real relationship” with the good Obe-wan-father, the 
individual is now in a position to see why the bad Anakin-father couldn't get beyond 
his own 'paranoid-schizoid position'. As noted in our 'Ch.38' mini-essay, 'Capricorn 
on the 12th house cusp', the passage from the end of the 11th house to the beginning of 
the 12th house has a 'fall-within-the-Fall' confusion factor that, even when repressive 
Capricorn is nowhere in the vicinity, blots out (diametric)-objectivity. If we imagine 
the cusp in terms of 'winter' – the cold masculine idealized thoughts of the 11th house 
and the cool feminine idealized feelings of the 12th house – we could argue that Aries 
on the cusp does at least help heat things up a bit... and, in turn, help to 'smooth out' 
the 'Fall' toward spring. On the downside of this, however, we could also argue that 
this is exactly why Anakin's obsession with anima-Padme is unable to 'mature'.   

Then again, George Lucas isn't the best example because, as noted elsewhere, 
until George carries his mythic excursion over his  on the 6th house cusp (i.e. Han's 
and Leia's courtship, marriage and parenthood), there is a sense in which he has yet 
to do this himself i.e. self-overcome his “'12' passive identity”. In other words, in the 
same way that the individual with a Ram 9th house cusp self-overcomes via access to 
his/her 3rd housed mental clarity, the individual with a Ram 12th house cusp needs to 
develop beyond his/her 4th house and self-overcome via Freud's “royal road” beyond 



'hypnosis' i.e. although hypnotherapy can be justified in some circumstances, it has 
little place in the 'build up' of the mind-body connection that is the meat & potatoes 
of the 4th-to-6th house development. And, so, rather focus on 'narrative (beginnings)-
middles', the individual does better to focus on (beginning of) 'narrative ends'.

Throughout these articles on 'miserable surfaces', we have emphasized our 
general agreement with the astrological tradition that '10' and '1' (fear and desire) 
are “malefic”... but, in doing so, we risk underplaying the “fake beneficity” of ('11 
idealization') & '12 confusion' i.e. because ('11' &) '12' (i) are wedged 'between' the 
miserable fear/desire surfaces and (ii) have their own shimmering appeal, there is a 
sense in which the “(hidden) maleficity” of ('11' &) '12' is 'doubled' even before we 
consider the effect of a “(straighforwardly) malefic” sign on the cusp. And, so, if the 
cusp of the (11th and/or) 12th house is Aries, there is one sense in which the potential 
trouble is now 'tripled up'… even before we consider the troubles that pile up when 
deceit wafts back from the (if not “malefic”, then at least) “touch & go” 2nd-into-3rd 
houses. As noted in our essays on the topographic superego, very much depends on 
how the disappointments of the (?, , ) M.C. can be 'understood' as “this time 
it is personal (karma)”.  

(As an aside, it is worth noting that we also 'generally agree' with traditional 
astrologers who take the view that the natural rulers of the right hemispheric signs – 
the Moon/Sun intercycle, (mature... as per our 'Example 64A') Mercury, (mature... 
as per the 2-to-5 maturation of Aphrodite-Psyche) Venus & Jupiter – are “benefic”. 
Then again, without the added input of Pluto, these 'centroverters' are well capable 
of exhibiting their own “(hidden) maleficity”; more about this in 'Vol.5').

Once again, this section has not been written only for those who exhibit Aries 
on their (respective) 12th house cusps... it is also written for everyone who lives long 
enough to experience the transit of Mars over their (respective) 12th house cusp. You 
don't have to live for very long, of course. Indeed, it is more likely that you have had 
many Martial 'incarnations'... the next one beginning sometime in the next 22mnths 
or so. The main thing that the transit of Mars over the 12th house cusp tells us is that 
it will only be a couple of months before Mars is (re)-born over the ascendant. Given 
the brief duration, most individuals are usually able to wait for their amniotic sea to 
swell so that the 'fighting arm' that is re-born won't be Caesarianly undernourished. 
Nonetheless, the interpreter could remind his/her client that his/her Mars' “terrible 
twos” are still ahead (i.e. down near the I.C.) and, without further guidance from a 
(mature) superego, the transit of Mars could 'synchronize' with altogether too much 
unecessary suffering before it 'falls-across' to the 5th house i.e. a placement wherein 
the 'fighting arm' is now more likely to 'fight for' creativity and sublimation.

Although there has been repeated reference to “Star Wars” mythology in this 
opening section, we won't (as had been the case with our 'Aries on the 9th' references 
to Woody Allen) re-examine George Lucas' horoscope. Rather, we will now turn our 
attention to the horoscope of a movie director who would have seen George's trilogy 
during his late-teens/early-twenties and experienced his larger-than-life approach to 
mythology as an uber-inspiration. George might have had a bunch of 'helpful' natal 
planets near the ascendant but, as you scroll down, we hope that the first thing you 
notice is the curious mixture of natal planets near the I.C. in the chart of...



EXAMPLE 64A 

When I was a kid, I used to enjoy “Fractured Fairy Tales”. Born a year or so 
after me, I'm guessing that Tim Burton liked them even more than I did. No doubt, 
after turning off the telly and going out to play in the streets of Burbank, he would 
witness plenty of 'real' fractured fairy tales. Although Tim does 'share' a number of 
horoscopic markers with Osama Bin Laden, a combo of his archetypal 'helpers' and 
his outer developmental circumstance oversaw his use of his own imagination when 
images of 'apocalypse' occupied his interest... “Mars Attacks” (1996) was made with 
Saturn rolling through Pisces toward his Aries-on/Mars-in the 12th house (cusp). As 
Natalie Portman's president's-daughter (i.e. Tim's anima; “She”, we can assume, is 
a Natalie Portman-Winona Ryder lookalike) dryly sums it up, “I guess it wasn't the 
dove”. Tim himself, of course, would be seeing himself as the Gemini-ascendant-ed 
'bad' twin (Lukas Haas) who is, in fact, 'secretly good'... no 'Osama Jack Black'.

Tim's career had taken off 8yrs earlier with his second (and 'Saturn return') 
film, “Beetlejuice”... it could hardly be a better description of Saturn in Sagittarius 
in the 7th house i.e. a young married couple (Geena Davis and Adam Baldwin as the 
“Maitlands”) having to deal with frustrations inside the 'transcendant realm' and, 
ultimately coming to see that, for their 'sins', they would become 'pregnant' with a 
“Goth” teenage daugher (Winona Ryder). The success of this film would encourage 
the studio execs to throw a 'blockbuster' his way (i.e. “Batman” would be made as 
Saturn churned into his other-people's-money 8th house) but 20yrs of hindsight has 
made it clear that the movie he made as Saturn passed over his 9th house Capricorn 
Moon would carry the signature of the “Burton-esqe” style...

“Edward Scizzorhands”, arguably Tim's best (and most 'autobiographical') 
film, has all the trappings of the (upcoming) left hemispheric 'f/Fall' i.e. the house on 
the 'zenith'; the 'darth vader' father (Vincent Price) who leaves his son 'unfinished'; 
the embracing '12-2-4 Sophia mother' (Dianne Wiest) who 'delivers' Edward 'down 
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into' his post-ascendant life... wherein he must now deal with his passion for the '6 
maiden' (Winona Ryder, again); at his 'I.C.', Edward (Johnny Depp) needs to climb 
back up his vertical axis and confront an even more degenerate version of his father 
than his Vincent-Price-father (Winona's screen boyfriend); all this leads to the sad 
ending of Edward now 'imprisoned' in the 4th quadrant (and, in large part, the 12th 
house) destined to make 'art' out of 'winter'.

In the opening section of this chapter we had noted that there is a difference 
between 'immature Mercury' and 'mature Mercury'. I'm sure than any readers with 
Sun in Gemini (i.e. they see themselves as “a Gemini”) won't like our suggestion that 
“Virgo is a mature-Gemini” but, if we stick to basic astro-development-ology, we see 
a significant 'it-is-what-it-is' factor that we can't avoid. (And, we could reference Liz 
Greene's 'mercurial' tutorial regards the “puer/puella”). Whatever this case may be 
for you, dear reader, it is difficult to throw it out of Tim's case... every time a planet 
(especially Mercury) crosses his Gemini ascendant, it is going to 'desire' some sort of 
developmental trip 'down' to his natal Mercury (in ) and onward to his Virgo Sun 
(that is very closely conjunct his Pluto in Virgo) at the end of his 4th house. 

One very good way of 'mapping' psychological development is by observing 
the 'humanization' process that often occurs in a dream sequence. For example, a 
dreamer might have the sequence T-Rex-hyena-(nasty)-cattle dog-(playful)-puppy-
(thoughtful, 'rin-tin-tin')-dog-man... as a symbol of the mastering of the 'instincts' 
that are 'coming up' from 'below'. When it comes to the mastering of 'instinctual-
thinking' that 'comes down' from 'above', however, the dream sequence might run 
from teradactyl-(angry)-flock-of -doves-'scizzor-wings'-'scizzor-hands'. Of course, 
when Edward says that he is “unfinished”, we can see that Ed-Tim's M.C.-parent 
has had too much influence and his I.C.-parent not enough. The story might have 
had a happier ending if Edward's foster-father (Alan Arkin) had been 'wise' to all 
the emotional challenges (… many reader will want to remind us at this point that 
Gemini rules the arms and Virgo rules the hands). 

A decade on from “Edward Scizzorhands” Tim might not have got his hands 
in a fully mature state, but he at least had gained some access to opposable thumbs... 
with his (2000; transiting Saturn now in/over Tim's natal Mars in the 12th house and 
pushing for a re-birth over his Gemini horizon) re-boot of “Planet of the Apes”, Tim 
would exactly do what FA recommends for all '1-12 interactions' (see our upcoming 
section on 'Mars in Pisces') i.e. study the pre-history of mankind... for example, the 
period when we learned to talk.

Like Tim, I saw Franklin Shaffner's “Planet of the Apes” in my 12th year... 
the whole idea of (what Tim calls) 'cyclic mythology' fascinated me as much as it did 
Tim. Tim's talents took him into Hollywood... my more limited talents took me into 
the biological sciences. You don't need to be Hedda Hopper, dear reader, to work out 
that I would have loved it if a studio mogul had seen fit to give me a zillion dollars to 
'concretize' my imagination but, deep down, I always knew that it would have been 
worse than “Howard, the Duck”. In some ways, Tim is less of a 'role model' for me 
than Gary Larssen. Who cares about monkey's when, after all, the cockroaches are 
going to take over the planet? And, when it comes to cockroaches, one or two spare 
hours with a pencil and a bit of paper is about all anyone needs.



'1-12' INTERLUDE: ANTI-CLOCKWISE vs. CLOCKWISE IV
Given that the good-bad (good-evil) dyad has been applied to 'consciousness' 

('Ch.61'), 'authority' ('Ch.62') and 'supra-consciousness' ('Ch.63'), coherency would 
demand that we apply it to that 'underwater' state, 'infra-consciousness' (or, if you 
prefer the 'collective unconscious'). The trouble is, of course, that all 'unconsciouses' 
are (… err) 'unconscious'. If, then, we are to become “conscious of the unconscious”, 
we will need to go down to our local 'surf-dive-&-ski' shop and purchase some scuba 
gear i.e. we need to 'airy-contextualize' '12' with a '3-(6)-(9) context'.

Now, although, in earlier chapters, we applied the term 'consciousness' to '9' 
and the term 'semi-consciousness' to '3', we need to now add the corollary: a “good” 
'3 semi-consciousness' (i.e. realizing that '4-5-6-7-8' needs further development) will 
be more 'morally conscious' than a “bad” '9 consciousness' (e.g. 'phobosophies' that 
come out of '2-1-12-11-10'). In other words, '3's moral task is 2-pronged (i) learning 
not to 'talk past' other talkers-listeners (e.g. agreeing on definitions) & (ii) learning 
to 'talk to' other talkers-listeners without deceit (e.g. no 'mask abuse'). This means, 
of course, that '(4)-(5)-6' may be 'wiser' than '9'... if we are too busy 'refining' what 
we mean by what we say, we won't have 'time' to waste on deceit.  

Now, if neither '3', '6'  nor '9' have scuba-geared a 'context' for the '12-infra-
conscious', the individual (and collective) will have great trouble finding his/her(its) 
'moral compass'. Indeed, one of the main reasons we are using “LOTR” imagery is 
because it is about the search for morality in an immoral world... the 'water' aspect 
looks like... 

As you can see, dear reader, we need to re-imagine the 'good/bad' '3' vs. '9' 
question when the focus shifts onto the '12' vs. '6' opposition. In 'Ch.63: Interlude', 
we had noted that Eowyn is disappointed by the failure of her '5 romantic' hopes in 
respect of Aragorn but, because she isn't demoralized by her disappointment, she is 
still willing to go into battle. The reason we have arrows going “there (i.e. to '12') & 
back (i.e. to '6') is to indicate Eowyn's 'message' to all Virgoans that there is always 
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a secret link to naïve Pisces. Eowyn's naivete is expressed in '10-11-12 Helm's Deep'' 
i.e. the place to which the '4 Rohanians' 'feel' the need to retreat when their '4 home' 
is threatened... and, where (?unfortunately?) Eowyn intends to prove her credentials 
as queen-of-Gondor. (She is mistaken; Eowyn is 'destined' to be queen of Rohan). 

We have already compared the solid arrow journey (i.e. '8' to '12' to '4') via 
our “LOTR” reference to the immortal Elf, Arwen i.e. she appears in '8' to deliver 
Frodo to '9' and, then (at '9'), she informs Aragorn that she would like to 'fall' (with 
Aragorn) to a 'human' lower hemispheric life... destined to become a Cancer-queen 
to Aragorn's Leo-king. In other words, although Scorpio might be 'unconscious', a 
'real enough' experience of Scorpio allows the 'hubristic Elf' archetype that is found 
in every human psyche to surrender its influence i.e. Aragorn's reluctance to accept 
Arwen's offer tells us that he doesn't value mortality as he should. It is all very well 
to say that Homo sapiens characterizes itself out of all the species on planet (Middle) 
Earth via its 'awareness' of its own mortality (both as individual and as species) but 
such 'awareness' can only become 'consciousness' when it is properly valued... these 
days, of course, the thought of one's own death is usually abhorred. (The 'complexio 
oppositorum' aspect of '9-ish' 'consciousness' to suicide is 'blasphemy vs. release'... 
we become 'human' through our capacity to see s/Something more powerful than us 
'd/Deciding' what constitutes the best time to 'shuffle the karmic deck'). Even Freud 
talks of reincarnation... even if it is by virtue of his references to Christian Dietrich 
Grabbe, “indeed, we shall not fall out of this world; we are in it once and for all”.

In short, although it is 'unconscious', Scorpio is a 'consciousness-generating' 
sign... whereas Pisces is both 'unconscious' and an 'unconsciousness-generating' sign 
i.e. the '1 ig', if not fully 'unconscious' (i.e. no more than an extension of '12'), it is, at 
best, 'semi-demi-1/4-conscious' (i.e. no more than 'self-recognitive'). A '1 mask' only 
begins to become 'conscious' when s/he who wears the '1 mask' 'reflects' on it from 
either (i) '3 semi-consciousness' or (ii) '7 worldly consciousness'... the overall theme 
of our 'Chs.49-60'. 

And, so, we come to Arwen's grandmother... the Piscean 'immortal-Elf-who-
wants-to-remain-immortal', “Galadriel”. Peter Jackson's special effects crew did an 
excellent job of portraying the profound 'watery-ness' of '11 Celeborn''s 'other half' 
who, unlike Arwen, wishes to be a queen without running down-across the 'mortal' 
realm of Men. Galadriel symbolizes that part of a man's anima who lures him away 
from the reality of his '2-3-4-5-6-7-8 mortality'. In the modern world, of course, FA 
has looked at many Galadriels... the most obvious being Hillary Clinton (i.e. Pisces 
on the M.C.). The problem with Hillary-as-example is that (as discussed extensively 
herein) she is also very animus-possessed and, in this way, a better example is JFK's 
'sex object' i.e. Marilyn... although she was Leo 'rising', it was profoundly coloured 
by '12'... “haapppy... birrrthday... to... yooouuu”).

In 'Ch.63', we had linked Loth-Lorien to '+ve 11'. Given Galadriel's dubious 
ambitions, it is difficult to link “Caras Galadhon”'s 'sleep chamber' to '+ve 12', even 
if a goodly amount of dream activity is going on inside it. Perhaps the most '+ve 12' 
location in this part of “LOTR” saga is the “Great River”... at least it flows into the 
'oceanic' lake that threatens to spill over into a waterfall of 'new births'. The same, 
however, can't be said for what Frodo sees in Galadriel's mirror...



MARS in PISCES (e.g. Frodo and Galadriel's mirror; March 2013; 'now')
No doubt, dear reader, you have worked out by now that FA is no friend to 

academic psychology. Nonetheless, we admit a certain admiration for the writer of 
“How the Mind Works”, Steven Pinker, because, in his fun-facts-opus, he is willing 
to discuss Freud's 'hydraulic' approach to 'how-the-psyche-works'. I have yet to see 
Steven's horoscope but if, one day, I do, I will be interested to know how 'watery' his 
chart is... I wonder if you need a 'watery chart' to have the urge to look at Freudian 
'hydraulics'? However it might work in Steven's case, it sure works in mine... 

Freud's writings are full of 'hydraulic dyads' e.g. the force of the instincts vs. 
the force of society's repudiation of (in particular, incestuous) instincts; the ig vs. the 
superego; the pleasure principle vs. the reality principle. One of the key '(hydraulic) 
dyads' that occupies Freud's psyche in his later 'philosophical', 'meta-psychological' 
works on human phylogeny is 'state vs. culture'... the attempt to make one's 'group' 
'static' with oppressive law-making/enforcing (i.e. state) vs. attempts to enrich one's 
tribe throught artistic expressions of one's heritage (i.e. culture) . When Mars moves 
from Aquarius down into Pisces, it is fair to assume that the 'desire' for 'statehood' 
is reduced and the 'desire' for 'culture' is increased.

All the way back in our 'Vol.1:Pt.1', we had described Frodo as your typical 
Piscean victim-ized wimp i.e. Sam is the 'real' hero of “LOTR”. FA's longstanding 
readers are likely to have noticed, therefore, the discrepancy between the developed 
'ego' of the Hobbits and the (apparent) lack of development in Frodo i.e. instead of 
being a diplomatic Libran-carrying-Mars “there” to its '1 home', we could say that 
Frodo has finally come home himself (albeit, with aggro Mars) into Pisces. 

The way we deal with this disrepancy is to claim that Frodo's ego is 'strong 
enough' to see that the problem of “power” is too difficult even in cases where the 
ego has developed to the point of seeing the value of the opposite function (i.e. <2% 
of the population). For example, let's suppose that the world managed to give up its 
attachment to 'beastly' nation-states and gave its “power” to the U.N.... this would 
do zippo to help mankind understand the value of individual transformation and, 
so, before you can say “Age of Aquarius”, the “(U.N.) Big Brother” will have been 
infiltrated by the world's ignorant liars... and the corruption will continue on all the 
way (… err) “forward” to Armaggedon. “Another day, another 30,000. Yippee”.

Unfortunately, we can extend this 'Frodo insight' further i.e. if Homo sapiens 
does have a 'lying gene' (that is 'dominant'), it follows that the democratic majority 
of the world will want to be ruled by ignorant Machiavelllians... meaning that, both 
inside and outside the halls of “imaginary U.N.”, the world is 'fated' to descend into 
an 'eternal slugfest'. (Why do we use the term 'fate'?... aren't we already there?).

Uber-unfortunately, we can extend this extension further i.e. even the 'noble' 
Boromir-ish types (i.e. that part of the 98% that, irrespective of genetics, who want 
the halls of power to be wise-honest) are, as Galadriel knows better than Frodo, are 
suffering from too much 'timocratic grief' to dedicate themselves to the self-healing 
of their (respective) “narcissistic wounds”. No wonder Galadriel would like to have 
the Ring and weild Her death-dealing '12-10-8 exstacy of death-Love!

Uber-uber-unfortunately, we have no trouble extending our uber-unfortunate 
extension i.e. let's suppose a Boromir-ish type 'gets' depth psychology well enough to 
see the importance of healing “narcissistic wounds”... what might prevent him from 



regressing from his I.C. back up into hypocritical ascendant-proselytism about it i.e. 
s/he is (over-masculinely) 'living inside depth psychology's mere idea' and begins to 
talk about 'creating groups based on right hemispheric development'? Answer: not 
very much. “Yes, we can!! depth psychologize!!”. (aw... heaven help us). No wonder 
Frodo wants Galadriel to take charge of the pwwwecious.

By all this, are we suggesting (and, yes, dear reader, the word “suggestion” is 
extremely applicable to this discussion) that Mars in Pisces is wise? Answer; no, not 
really... but we are suggesting that '12-1's (if dodgy) 'balance' between masculine & 
feminine affords a pause for thought that may not be quite so available when Mars 
resides in Sagittarius and Aquarius (and, to some extent, in Capricorn). In short, we 
are, once again, re-proselytizing our view that '12' is capable of dissolving '9-(10)-11' 
shenanigans. Uh oh, did we say “proselytizing”?

Thus we come to a key reason why we Freudastrologers are happy to criticize 
Freud's “Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego”... Freud himself had Mars 
in Libra in the 11th house i.e. Freud misunderstanding of Darwinism suggests that he 
was more in tune with 'collective aerodynamics' than 'collective hydraulics'. (Thus, 
Darwinists have been quick to spot Freud's Lamarckian foray into the evolution of 
Homo sapiens). In a way, Freud was a kind of Frodo who couldn't decide if he was, 
in fact, more a kind of Bilbo... afera all, he did admit to his “unhealable narcissistic 
wound” that was inflicted on him by the death of a favoured child.

The essence of Frodo's problem is that, irrespective of the planets involved, 
Pisces 'feels' the 13billionyr-womb-into-3billionyr-infancy-of-all-life. Or, what is the 
point of doing anything when everything is everything? I have to admit, dear reader, 
every time Mars transits Pisces (it forms a trine to my natal Mars in Scorpio) I often 
'feel' at least 3billionyrs of 'white-pointer-blood-lust' surging through my veins. Like 
Ahnuld, I find myself 'processing' my Piscean desire to bite off someone's legs under 
the “Terminator II; Judgment Day” refrain, “he'll live”. (On bad days, I'm bisecting 
Robert Shaw at about his mid-riff). 

In other words, Pisces often comes across as a wimp because there isn't any 
blood in the water. And, so, Frodo sees 'blood' in Galadriel's mirror... it is a picture 
of why Frodo is overwhelmed by the (upcoming) developmental narcisstic-sadistic 
quadrant. Ultimately it is a picture of why Frodo needs the assistance of Sam (we'll 
pick up these threads in 'Ch.65').

Mars in Pisces is more than a white-pointer, however. Indeed, because there 
is only 30º (or less) to go before Mars gets the chance to return 'home' to Aries and 
'begin again', we could say that Mars in Pisces is a red-pointer (a pointer to the next 
'double red'). The problem that Mars in Pisces has while he is still in Pisces – as far 
as 2013 goes, February-March – is that, like Frodo, he is destined to remain unsure 
whether the next round has a chance of being 'higher' than the one that is currently 
concluding. In other words, Mars in Pisces is unsure whether the multi-cycle is some 
kind of flat 2D repetition (i.e. a cycle of 'fate') or something that builds up into a 3D 
helix (i.e. a cycle of 'destiny'). This was the question that Tim Burton tries to answer 
with his Lance-Link-meets-Abraham-Lincoln final scene of “Planet of the Apes”. It 
is also a question that is both asked and (arguably) answered by the director of the 
best trilogy since “Star Wars” (yeah, I know, Lucas is actually a 'hexolog-ist')...



EXAMPLE 65B     

  

The feeling function always deserves closer inspection. In our mini-essay on 
Joni Mitchell we had, hopefully, satisfied our readers that there is no reason to see 
'watery' people as silent... its more a case of words (i.e. thinking) being subordinate 
to whatever (personal) truth has already 'occured' by virtue of the feeling function. 
One cinematic example of the 'secondary-ness' of thinking is provided by Krzysztof 
Kieslowski's reluctant heroine, “Valentine” (Irene Jacob), the photograph model of 
“Three Colours: Red”, who vainly asks her estranged-creepy lover whether he loves 
her... and he replies “I think so”. Valentine's main hurdle is not that “usual suspect” 
of the fashion industry, vanity... rather, it is that she lacks discrimination. This is the 
lession that she is 'fated' (or, 'destined') to learn from her erstwhile thinking '7-to-9-
ish' father figure, “(Judge) Joesph Kern” (Jean-Louis Trintignant). “Three Colours: 
Red” is, as it happens, the third part of Kieslowski's 1993-4 trilogy i.e. it was made 
with Saturn rolling down into Pisces, so not to get too far ahead of ourselves...

The first part “Three Colours: Blue” is the most relevant part with respect to 
the current chapter because it deals with the '12-into-1' theme of music and passion. 
Entirely appropriate to the Piscean (i.e. Mother Sophian) 'worldview' that the whole 
charade is just one big dumb vale of tears, we have “Julie” (Juliet Binoche) reacting 
to the tragic loss of her family in a car smash with '12's classic ambivalence e.g. the 
scene where Julie is both suicidal and not suicidal; the scene where Julie recalls the 
joke that her spouse was telling just before he dies begins with her laughter. Unlike 
the players in the other parts of Krzysztof's meld of Hitchcock-ian 'McGuffins' and 
Malick-ian mysticisms, Julie (at least by virtue of her husband) is someone who has 
to deal with the public eye  i.e. she is the wife of a famous musician (… the McGuffin 
of “3C:B” is whether or not musical-Julie's husband was a front). Indeed, when we 
discover that he (or she?) had taken on the task of composing the symphony for “the 
unification of Europe”, we begin to 'get' the very '4th quadrant-ish' nature of “Three 
Colours: Blue”. (Not forgetting, of course, that blue is the colour of the ocean and, in 
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this sense, of 'eternity'... 'oceanic feeling' is something that, as Freud explains in his 
“(European) Civilization and its Discontents” (written a decade prior to WWII), he 
isn't able to experience; and, not forgetting the '12-ish' non-discriminating attitude 
that Julie has toward (i) her prostitute neighbour and (ii) the (3rd trimester) mistress 
of her husband; nor can we discount the fact that '12 introversion' is often very well 
symbolized by rodents. And, so...

If Freud had seen this film, it might not have surprised us to discover that he 
didn't like it very much... but we could still wonder whether he was consoled by the 
Oedipal sub-plot (Julie's husband's agent-friend has the hots for her). Moving right 
along to “Three Colours: White”, we are now 'falling' into Freud's favourite realms 
of psychological struggle i.e. the “death of the father at the son's hand” and “what to 
do about the whore-madonna?” Hopefully, dear reader, you have already registered 
the 'bumps-along-the-way' in Krzysztof's phylo-chart as he 'falls' from his Mars in 
Pisces to his Sun in Cancer...

At many points throughout his writings, Freud would refer back to infantile 
(in relation to ontogeny) and/or primitive (in relation to phylogeny) “ambivalences” 
as a way of setting up the events that usually occur during the 'guts' of the Oedipal 
transition. The more one thinks about this transition, however, the more Hamlet-ian 
it often becomes i.e. ongoing desire to kill the father (the way to re-possess mother) 
depends on the son's 'forgiveness' of the mother for leaving him in the first place. If 
the son can't 'forgive' his mother (i.e. if she decides to run off with daddy, she must 
be a whore!!) the son may decide to 'side' with the idealized ('ghostly-inner') father. 
Hence, in “Three Colours: White”, we see “Karol” (Zbigniew Zamachowski) being 
(i) potent with his fiance, “Dominique” (Julie Delpy), but impotent with his (… err) 
'dominating' wife and (ii) patricidal in France but struggling against his patricidal 
pact after he is put through his 'Cancerian-day-time-womb' experience of the short 
journey to his Polish fatherland. In other words, 1st quadrant Karol was untroubled 
by his “ambivalences” toward his parents but 2nd quadrant Karol would soon find 
himself troubled after he 'married his (unforgiveable?) mother'.

Now, given the profound mysticism of “Three Colours: Red” we could argue 
that Krzysztof was now involved in a regression from Cancer-Leo to Pisces but his 
chart tells us that he could still be advancing i.e. Neptune in Virgo is 'ahead' of the 
Cancer-Leo “(its a nice day for a) white wedding”. And, given the '7-judge-heading-
into-his-8-autumn-years' nature of the narrative, we can assume that Krzysztof is 
now well into his autobiographical 'I-hope-I-can-make-a-better-fist-of-my-next-life' 
mode. Indeed, (i) Neptune in Virgo would have transited Krzysztof's Scorpio sector 
when he was a young man and (ii) Pluto was transiting Scorpio (for everyone) as he 
made the film (i.e. as an older man).

The thing that ties '8' back around to '12' is, of course, Mars i.e. Mars is the 
'traditional' ruler of Scorpio and Krzysztof himself has Mars in Pisces. Despite this, 
“(ex-judge) Joseph” begins the narrative wanting to transcend the round at '9' i.e. 
he doesn't care that his dog/god is pregnant. It is only through the relationship to his 
Sophia/Valentine 'daughter' that he cares about new re-births into the left and lower 
hemispheres. Like Yahweh, Trintignant's character knows what everyone is thinking 
and doing (especially, regards the betrayal of a 'son') and he isn't impressed.



       


